
ANALYSIS ON MAYA ANGELOUS CAGED BIRD

Free Essay: Poetry Analysis of Maya Angelou's Caged Bird 'Caged Bird' is a poem written by Maya Angelou which
considers the conditions of the 'free bird' and.

Actually, the title of the poem is also part of an autobiography written by the Maya in the same year. Though
she passed away in , her work continues to awe and inspire people worldwide. The active tense of these words
helps to show the full effect of the freedom the outgoing animal has. Here the readers are easily capable of
discerning that Maya Angelou is clearly referring to her situation by this and to the situation of their people.
Works Cited:. Maya also had other 5 autobiographies that recalled her early childhood and early adult
experiences. Meanwhile, leading the flexibilty to protest or quarreling sessions. Third Stanza The third stanza
reverts back to the free bird, further cementing the difference between the free bird and the caged bird in the
minds of the readers. Flowers, the black aristocrat of Stamps, saves Maya during an especially difficult time.
Angelou is a very skilled poet; though some people find her work too straight forward and little more than
common text broken into stanzas It is clear that this title had great significance to Angelou, as it was the title
to her entire life story. At this point, the caged bird is so despondent in his life of captivity that his screams are
like that of someone having a nightmare. The poet paints a true picture of racial discrimination that used to be
the order of the day in the American nation. She was a black female writer who revealed her survival of
cultural diversity in her writings DU. Publish Poem Analysis of "Caged Bird"- A poem written by Maya
Angelou The Analysis of Caged Bird is provided below by first giving a brief description on the background
followed by the poem structure and its meaning. In her autobiography, she talked about the struggle of being a
black author and poet. The sentence structure and vocabulary used in the poem are simple and straight. And
why? The poet portrays a great future and hope for the trapped bird irrespective of its present condition. Her
occupations included: an author, actress, screenwriter, dancer and poet. Louis by reading fairy-tales and telling
herself that she does not intend on staying there anyway. But a caged BIRD stands on the grave of dreams His
shadow shouts on a nightmare scream His wings are clipped and his feet are tied So he opens his throat to
sing. The issue of racial discrimination has been abolished. This poem, which can be read in full here , reveals
the depth of those feelings. All in all, these three characters act as important role models in the development of
Marguerite through her juvenile years Related Posts. Because of her persistence, she is acknowledged as one
of the greatest influences in African American literature. Her parents divorced when she was three, and she
and her brother were sent to live with their grandmother in Stamps, Arkansas. But, the dress turns out to be
drab and ugly, as Maya laments that she is black, and unattractive as well. Despite her childhood, she achieved
a lot during her lifetime. Text from her autobiography reveals that Angelou often felt this way in life.
Discrimination and Racism made up her cage, and although she sang, she felt her voice was not heard in the
wide world, but only by those nearest her cage. Our experienced writers have been analyzing poetry since they
were college students, and they enjoy doing it. Hence, this particular paper will analyze the poem through the
perspective of freedom, along with that, it will also focus on a few primary literary devices such as: tone and
choice of words. It is through her character and artistic expression that she is able to overcome the trauma of
her childhood and evolve into the distinguished and unique individual that has captivated millions through
literature. It also represents several thoughts, themes and ideas. Essay on Language Representing the Bird in
Angelou's Poem Caged Bird - In the thought provoking masterpiece "Caged bird "the poet, Maya Angelou,
through the contrast of the birds, illustrates oppression and fear of freedom of these who cannot be free. She is
an author, poet, historian, songwriter, playwright, dancer, stage and screen producer, director, performer,
singer, and civil rights activist. Seeing all the racial discrimination in the American south strengthened her
passion for poetry, music, dance and performance. She depicts the caged bird â€” in a sense herself â€” and
expresses how she longs for freedom. The caged bag is said to represent the African American individual who
is enslaved while the free bird represents the White American who is completely free. She has so many dreams
that have died because she was never given the freedom to achieve all that her white counterparts were able to
achieve. The caged bird sings with A fearful trill of things unknown But longed for still and his Tune is heard
on the distant hill For the caged bird sings of freedom. Though she passed away in , her work continues to awe
and inspire people worldwide. Indeed, "Cage Bird" as a poem depicts the actual racial discrimination that
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existed between the White and Black races in the US, South Africa and elsewhere.


